Research Administrator’s Meeting
June 21, 2012
WHSC Auditorium
9:30 to 11:00

AGENDA
OSP Updates Holly Sommers
EHC/EU Job alignment Trish Haugaard
SOM Space Survey Darryl Barr
Other Updates/Announcements

ANNOUNCEMENTS

- Emory SOM Postdoctoral Fellows Financial Support Information FY 2012-2013
- New OSP Analyst – some departments will be reassigned
- OSP no longer subscribing to Community of Science (COS), contact Holly Sommers anytime you have a faculty member interested in applying for restricted application RFA
- When submitting a proposal that spans both the old and new F&A rate, use the new rate for all and make a note in the comment section. OSP can easily break apart; no need for two projects

If you have any questions or would like to be added to the RAM listserv please contact Kelly at:
ksimily@emory.edu
404-727-5671

Website: http://med.emory.edu/main/research/index.html